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Scourge of the past full guide

The scourg of the past is a raid in black armory season, located deep in an abandoned part of The Last City. It's the culmination of the Black Armory storyline and features a series of climactic encounters against Kell's bosses, along with puzzles and obstacles. It became available to players
on December 7, 2018. The raid comes at night as the Guardian advances through Kell territory, culminating in a climactic meeting against the Prime revolt, Kell's scourg at dawn in the morning. Bosses[edit] Holomapa[edit] It is an exceptionally large urban area with many buildings, an
alleyway and a patio on the roof and allows sparrows to be used. The softest building is the Schnell building with a neon light picture of a bunny. The team starts in one of the corners of the map and moves to the center of the map to the fallen technology set. By that, the Berserker Fallen
Captain mini-boss class will be invisible, if at close enough. Berserker is immune if the team shoots two spots, one on his chest and one on his back with both glowing orange, while his suppression fields up and Berserker charges a powerful shot. This shot has a very good chance of a oneshot kill. Once the shield drops and Berserker is killed, it will drop the radiant battery. The battery will last only one minute, and this timer is not reset when picked up, but inherited. The battery is then placed in an energy station to officially begin the encounter. Once Radiant Battery is placed
in an energy station, the player receives an Ionized Debuff, making it so that the player cannot pick up another battery within two minutes. After activating the central power station, the golopa will turn on. There is an elevated platform for viewing the map with. Golomapa will show you the 3D
makeup of the Botza area, as well as the location of additional Berserkers locations and the power station marked with the number of points above each, one top (Schnell) 1, right 2, bottom 3, left 4 and center (map) 5. There is a timer in the upper left corner of Fallen tech that transmits the
card. If that timer runs out, Golopa will detonate and the team will erase. The team must find a Berserker specially marked on a map with a large multi-apartment beacon that follows its movements. Teams that tend to have one/two remain on the map while four/five go after Berserker. The
team kills Berserker and instead of one battery, two will spawn. One such battery will go to the map, the other will go to one of the four surrounding power stations. Once the battery is picked up, it will appear on the map with a number of points indicating the correct power station it needs to
go to. Placing it in the wrong will cause it to explode, killing the player and anyone close. After coming to the energy station, he adds, and two large siders will spawn. Servators must be killed as they block access to the power station. Once they are killed, the player with the battery places it
in the power station. This process should be done 4 times, or rather, external power stations should be made 4 times (not everyone, the product you can put 3 batteries on top and one on the left, then the meeting is completed). The station in the middle adds timer timer to stop the command
from wiping. Once the meeting is complete, enter the cave where the last battery was placed to retrieve the chest. One player has to step up to his chest to open it, then everyone is given their reward. Ablaze glory, Kell's scourge The next meeting of the raid is made up of the Guardian to
jump on their sparrows to overtake the huge blazing Servitor and overcome the obstacles of the Fallen and ramps. Carers should have sparrow speeds of 160 and instant call perks and rapid cooling after the sparrow is destroyed (Perks recommended). To begin the meeting, the two
Guardians need near buttons to open the door and free the blazing Servitor. To conclude this meeting, at least two Guardians must do so by the end of the hurdles and press the buttons (identical to the start of the meeting button) to stop Servitor from wiping out the entire team. Carers
should make their way, with their sparrows, dodge fallen shells and keep up, otherwise Servitor will consume you. This meeting also rewards the Guardian with breasts (not a powerful transmission) if all 8 switches were switched on. These switches are scattered throughout the meeting, and
the Guardians must tap it to activate the switches. For those fire crews who want to breast, only one Guardian should make it through. At the beginning of the race there is one switch downstairs, just don't get up to the first ramp. The next two switches are relatively close to each other, it's on
the 2nd ramp, where there's one at the top level and one at the bottom level. The next two are also in the same room, just after the room that Fallen starts shooting projectiles, where there will be switches on the left and right. The right switch is on rocks where guardians can easily fall and
the other switch is the left side of a small wall. Two more switches will be in the next Fallen shooting at you room with two rocks on both sides consisting of switches. The last switch is the 3rd room after the Deceased, where the switch is located on the right side, also on the rock. Once all
the switches have been turned on (they light up in green) the door message will appear open, somewhere, meaning that once the room where you close the door on Servitor, instead of hitting the switch, continues to the left side, drive through the ramp and there will be a room that will
consist of platforms for carers to jump up. Go to the highest level and wait for Servitera to fly the aisle. As soon as Servitera is not, a hole will appear on the upper level and the chest will spawn. Revolt Premier Phase 1[edit] Premiership defender rebellion with insurrection Defenders This
meeting is the first stage for the final boss, Insurrection Prime, which consists of two teams of three as part of the fireteam raid. There are two main places for the two teams to collaborate with each other, a ground level that mostly consists of enemy clearance and underground levels that
mostly focus on the mechanism of this encounter. The ground-level team mainly focuses on clearing the enemy, which can penetrate the underground level, causing serious damage to the underground team. Enemies are Shanks, which are heavily protected by three elements: Void, Arc
and Sunny (in that spawn order). Enemies will spawn with a fallen ship, casually from above, left, right or behind the map. The ground-level team must equipped various weapon elements to quickly remove the Shanks before reaching underground level, however if some of them sat below, it
is not deadly towards another team. In addition, there will be Major Servitor spawning in the midst of the meeting, which will be later explained below. It is recommended to use Hardlight against these shanks, so that it covers all elementary needs. The underground-level team focuses on
finding buffs around the round room on which they need melee. These buffs consist of a continuous (pink) angular (blue) and parallel (white) and debaff, which can cause immediate team cleanup. Debaff portrays as red and always changing the shape that players should avoid at all costs.
Three players must have one of the buffs that is accidentally located around the room. After the melee buff, the player will get a buff on the left screen and will have a circular line around the player's avatar matching the buff color. There will also be dead enemies in this room, so be careful
when traveling on an underground level. After all three players have got their buffs, ground level must beat Major Servitera to throw off a buff of caviar so the underground team can get another buff. Once reset, the underground team must find their exact same buff before it is accidentally
positioned around the room. If the melee is the wrong buff, the player will instantly die as well, launching to pass another player with another buff will cause a debaff called Tethered. Tethered hurts players who are next to each other, tangled with their circular line around the player's avatar.
Once the team has found its buffs again, the ground team must once again destroy Servitera. After the Servitor is The team has 2x of their buff, they have to leave the room at ground level and place these buffs in tanks of rock in which are located at the top of the map, in the lower left and
bottom right corner of the map. Once inserted three buffs into three tank locations, three tanks will be generated, which are major damage towards the grounded Insurrection Prime, located in the middle of the map. Tanks can also use missiles in which, when three tanks use it
simultaneously, causes serious damage. Once the damage begins, the boss will shoot a rocket launch that will depict as a red circle on the ground, not far from the tank's location. Tank drivers should avoid an airstrike to avoid an early tank explosion. After a while, the tanks will reach their
limit and begin self-destruction. Tank drivers must evacuate and return to the underground level to repeat the whole process again. However, if the tanks do enough damage to defeat the boss, then this meeting is over. Prime Phase 2 uprising[edit] The prime minister appears the last
meeting of the raid combines elements of the first and previous meetings. Once Berserker before the starting point is killed and Golopa is charged, the Premiership revolt will rise from the centre. Loads are role-specific. One player should be assigned as a card reader and another as a
sniper. The rest should be capturing the charges, and one person should be assigned to drive a Drake tank. The Holomap reader had to be equipped with weapons close to medium range. Hand guns, pulse rifles and shotguns are highly recommended. The sniper must be equipped with a
pulse rifle and a kinetic or energy sniper rifle. Everyone else should have the same loads as the card reader, but medium- and long-range weapons are recommended because of the large card sizes. Regardless of the roles, it is recommended that everyone come equipped with Whisper
worm, D.A.R.C.I, or Flash, perfected for the DPS phase. As in the first meeting, the Holomap reader will call where the berserkers are, keeping an eye on the spell of the Servites. Unlike the first meeting, there is only one that resets two batteries. Four runners should head to Berserker's
location, clear the adds surrounding it, and provoke him to expose his weak points. Once Berserker is killed, two players will take their batteries into one of three generators on the map. The other two should prepare for the next Berserker and wait until the battery holders charge the
generators and regroup and then repeat with the next two players. The sniper should be focused on destroying the Insurrection Prime shield generators. There are six of them in total, and they are located on the knees, shoulder blades and shoulders. They must work with the card reader to
destroy generators using whisper worm. In the same time, after will kill Torserker, the vandal will give rise. The sniper has to switch to his secondary sniper and kill them quickly. Once the four batteries have been put off, one person must head to the top of the map and call Drake. All other
players have to move to Golomp and prepare. The driver must shoot Rise prime with a gun in order to stun him. Once this is done, its cockpit will open and put the pilot inside. The tank driver must regroup with the rest of the group for the damage phase. After the first part of the DPS stage,
Insurrection Prime exudes a boost that will give all players one of three charges; Angular, continuous or parallel. No more than two players will be affected by the same buff. Two players affected by the same charge must stand next to each other to increase their damage. However, if they
stand next to the player with another charge, the next time the boss emits a pulse, both players will die. The easiest way to get into formation is to form a V, with a corner on the left, Continuous at the bottom and parallel to the right. However, a popular option would be to move to a green
building, which is the lower left of the four buildings that form the interior area. People would go to three platforms that are above the electric gate, and they'd go for the word CAP from left to right. C for continuous, A for cornerback and P for Parallel. The boss will repeat it three times, so
keep an eye on your buffs and get ready to move. If the boss does not come down at this stage of damage, the group should start from above. When the boss is killed, the area in which the Prime uprising was previously moored will open and reveal to the team the room below with raid's
final chest. This chest is the only one potentially awarding anarchy. Call mode[edit] 1st appointment: do not allow the card timer to go below half. Revolt Premier Stage 1: Each player must pick up and contribute every version of the Shine Phase at least once. Revolt Premier Stage 2: All
players must break 1 shield generator into phase. If the player breaks 2, the task will fail. Unique enemies[edit] The awards [ed. • edited] are the second raid in the history of destiny to bring out the Fallen Chief Enemy, the first of which was the wrath of the machine. Designers sought to style
the raid in the veins of the machine's wrath, with climatic, escalating encounters characterized by fast, chaotic gameplay. This is the first raid in the Destiny series to take place within the Last City, and the second in total will take place on Earth. Although it is a raid, it is much closer to
raiding the LEAR because of the number of meetings and that there is only one head boss. The Prime Revolt is the first raid by a boss to be Prime Minister of Servitera. History[edit]
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